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FOREWORD 
A par t  of the scncr:d philosophy :issociatcd with tflc invest ig;~t ion r cpor t cd  
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t o  c s t ;~b l i sh  :in in-housc c.;ipability in  the K:ivy s o  that  n l v  rcquirccl subscqucnt 
:~n:dysis of simi1:lr roclict m o t o r s  can b e  pcrforn1t.d. T h e  proccdurcs ,  cc)niputcr 
progr:~l i is ,  L I S C ~ S '  in:inu:~ls, :uld input :ircl ;kt the  Nnv:d Surfncc \\'caponri I . a l ~ ) r a t o r y .  
Dalilgren, \'irgi ni:~. 
'I'his study w:ls :~ccompl  islit.el in rc>sponsc to :I rcqiie's t f rom t he. N:lv:~l 
Sii~.f:lccb \\'c.npc>ns L.:~lx>rntor!. ;IS givtsn in Navy \\‘ark 0rtlt.r Nim1bt.r N(;O!)L'l-;(;-MP- 
I{ 1NS:i. 'rli~s repor t  hns 1)t.c.n revicx\\,cvl by ,T .  \\'. Hill of t l i t a  N:lvnl Siu'facc. \\ 'capons 
Lalx,r:~tc)ry :~ntl npprovt~cl for pub l~~ . :~ t ion .  I t contains no clnssifitvl information. 
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I l iERMOD' f iAMI  C AND CHEMI CAL PARAMETERS 
OF THE EXHAUST EFFLUENTS FROM THE 
HARPOON BOOSTER MOTOR 
INTRODUCTION 
Analytical techniques were utilfced to predict the thermodynamic and 
thermochemical interactions of the HARPOON rocket exhaust plume with the 
ambient atmosphere to ascertain the resulting chemical species and their 
respective concentrations so  that the localized influence on the a i r  quality could 
be assessed. 
When a solid propellant missile such a s  the EARPOON is launched, the 
hot exhaust effluents form a cloud behind the vehicll2. The plume and the ambient 
atmosphere interact in  a complex manner that i s  dependent in  par t  on vehicle 
parameters such as  chamber pressure,  p ropl lan t  ingredients, trajectory, and 
the prevailing ambient ztmospheric conditions [Ij . Without analytical predic- 
tions, i t  could be postulated that the elements in  the propellant ingredients and 
the a i r  form a voluminous number of ohemical species - some of which a r e  
highly Oosic even in emall concentrations. Thus, an analytical prediction of the 
thermodynamic and thermochemical interactions that occur in  the exhaust plume 
is utilized b eliminate those species that cannot be formed. The analytical 
prediction i s  obtained utiYzing the following analyses techniques: 
a. Thermodynamic Andysis  (Step 1) - This analytical technique i s  used 
to  examine the exhaust constituents to determine if temperatures and pressures  
a r e  conducive to promote the formation of various species. 
b. Finite-Rate Chemical Analysis (step 2) - Using the candidate 
species selected and their postulated chemical reactiom, this analysis technique 
examines the kinetics of the flow field to determine if the residence time of the 
constituents i s  long enough for the postulated reaction to occur. Thus, the 
analytical predictions provide the species present and their concentrations. 
The results are applicable only for the rocket motor under investigation 
since changes in propellant ingredients, chamber temperature and pressure,  
o r  in the internal flow field will result  in  qfferent  exhaust products. 
i.:? 
The an~ilyticnl techniques discussed in this report serve two purposes, 
F i r s t ,  the eshauot species that are present and their concentrations in  the plume 
a r e  identified. If d l  the identified species a r e  nontohic, then no further action 
i s  required. However, if potentially toxic species do exist, i t  may be desirable 
to monitor the eshaust effluenis. A secondary purpose of the analysis i s  to 
identify species that a r e  easily monitored and determine their constmcy in 
relationship to other species that a r e  of primary interest. A hypothetical 
example i s  that both sulfur and chlorine compounds a r e  present and the sulfur 
compound i s  easily rind accurately measured, whereas the chlorine compound i s  
difficult to measure. If the analysis indicates that the ratio of the suifur com- 
pound concentration to the chlorine compound concentration i s  fairly constant, 
i t  i s  sufficient to meashre only the sulfur compound concentration. The use of 
the naturally occurring t racer  will allow accurate measurements to be made 
easily and inexpensively. 
The analytical techniques discussed in this report a r e  applicable not only 
to  the HARPOON booster but to any solid propellant rocket-powered missile. In 
addition, the computer codes, the necessary users '  manuals, and the Input and 
output of all of the computer runs generated during this investigation nave been 
delivered to the appropriate personnel at  the Naval Surface Weapons Center, 
Dahlgren, Virginia. 
A general discussion of the overall analysis scheme that was utilized in  
the investigation i s  given in  Secti.: n ?I. Section III i s  a discussion of the thermo- 
chemical analysis and the e r r o r  in the thermodynamic data utilized in portions 
of the mdys i s .  Section IV i s  a discussion of the nozzle analysis and after- 
burning analysis performed. Section V gives the results, conclusions, and 
reconlmendations. 
I I. GENERAL TECHN I CAL APPROACH 
The general approach used i n  this study was a s  follows. F i rs t ,  a one- 
dimensional thermochemical analysis of the propellant was performed. Second, 
utilizing these results for the species, pressures,  one-dimensional combustlon 
product velocities, etc., a more realistic two-dimensional, t w o ~ h a s e  analysis 
of the HARPOON motor nozzle was performed for the exit plane value of species, 
temperatures, pressures,  and velocity. Flrklly, utilizing the results from the 
two-dimensional anplysis, the one-dimensional thermochemical analysis was 
redone to obtain a realistic estimate of the species present at the motor nozzle 
exit and their coacentration. Simultaneously, a study was performed to determine 
the accuracy of the thernlodynnmic data utjliz,ed In the study, which i a  primariiy 
obtained from spectroscopic constants. An estimate was made of the effect cd 
the thermodynamic data accuracy on the species concentration. Using an 
available two-dimensional, finite-rate chemical mixing analysis, the plume 
emanating from the HARPOON motor nozzle was analyzed to obtnin the species 
and their concentration and the local static temperature a s  a function of axial 
and radial distance from the nozzle exit. For  some of the t race chenlical 
species for which there were no data available on possible finite-rate reactions, 
the concentration of the t race species was obtained by assuming an infinite ra te  
for the reaction, i.e,, an equilibrium calculation was made which yieldod the 
largest possible concentration that could be present. 
I I I .  THERMOCHEM I CAL ANALY S I S FOR EX I T PLANE 
SPEC1 ES AND CONCENTRATIONS 
A. Background 
The initial stcp in determining the HARPOOK booster exhaust products 
that a r e  to be employed in  the a i r  quality assessment i s  to eliminate a s  many 
candidate species a s  possible by a thermochemical analysis assuming chemical 
equilibrium. Basically, in this analysis the chamber and nozzle temperatures 
and pressures  a r e  used to determine the chemical reactions which can occur 
without considering reaction times, hence obtaining the maximum number of 
.species and their concentrations that can be present in the exhaust effluents. 
To explain in  greater detail, a summary discussion of the One-Dimensional 
Equilibrium (ODE) code will be given in  te rms  of how i t  functions and its data 
requi~cments .  In this section, specific attention will be given to the effect of 
the dynamics of the rocket or. the species -oncentration and the treatment of 
competing reactions. The reliability of the spectroscopic data used in ODE will  
d s o  be discussed. 
To determine what species will be present and in what concentration, a 
computer simulation of rocket firings was conducted with tho one-dimensional 
thermochemical nozzle a n a l y ~ i s  program (ODE). The input for the analysis 
consists of the solid propellant composition and heat of formation, the HARPOON 
motor geometric spcclfications, and the chamber pressure history. The ODE 
computer program [2 ]  determines the chemical species and their concentration 
a t  chemical equilibrium for a given motor condition, i .  e. , chamber pressure 
andaarea ratio. The resulting species of the equilibrium calculations &%re uscd 
t 
:IS input to thc noxzlc analysis :inti :rftcrb\~rning cdculationa. I l i~c~rcn t  in tlic 
calc~dation of the c l ~ e m i c d  species and thc~ir concentration a r c  the potentid 
e r r o r s  in the tl~crnmodynilnlic data which produce some unctlrt:untJr in the 
calwentration of chcnlical spccies. 
.@ 
The c.hemica1 species present in the combustion chamber and their con- 
cents;~tions depend on the combustion tcmpernturc. The co~nbustion tcmper:~turc 
depends on the enthalpy of the propellant ingredients and the c11cmic:d spccic.- 
fornlcd in the combustion p r o c c ~ ~ s .  The solution of such a cyclic internctiol : 
cnlculatcd by n one-dimensional thcrn~oclicmical program. One of the requi1t:d 
inputs to such r program i s  the propcllnnt ingredients and tiieir cnth:tlpy. ? h e  
H;\RPOOK booster propcl1:mt formud:ltion and cwthalpy used i s  given in 'I':*lc i. 
It  shoulti be noted that the propellant contains 'is. 5 percent of a highiy ~-~nc . t ivc  
compound, ru~lmonium perchlor;ttc, a s  nn oxidizer.' 'I'he use of such ;UI 
osidizcr ilnplics that thc combustion products should contain significant 
quantities of chlorine spccics. A motor p:~r:mletcr which i s  signific:unt \+hen 
c:t!culnting thc exhaust spccies is the c.xp:msion 01. nsca ratio of the nozzle. 
Table 2 [ 3 ]  gives some of the impoi.tant geometric p:uramcters of the El.\RPOOS 
booster. An additional cliscussion of the significnnce of some of the p;11-nmetcrs 
ns they apply to the finite-rntc ~inalysis i s  given in Section IV. 
The chcnlical spccies computed in the one-dimensionill equilibrium 
thermochcmistry p r o g r m ~  a r e  based on the chcmical composition of thc pro- 
11ell:td and the chcmical con~pounds in the program data base. F i r s t ,  ;dl 
spccies that a r c  chemically possible for thc propcllant under considcration a rc  
identified. Based on thermochcmicn1 data, tbc conlpounds listed in 'Fable 3 1 I I 
Ingredient 
Xmnlonium Perchlorate 
t i l u i ~ ~ i  nwn 
Coppcr Chromi tc  
sulfur (I~lo\r.crs) 
Binder ( P U )  
- 
1, Plivatc communication from Dr. Glen bloorc, Naval Surface If'cnlrons Center, 
Ju l j  1975. 
IYcight Percent 
7 8 . 5  
ti. 0 
2.0 
0. 1 
13.4  
Enthalpy of propclla~lt (c:d /niodc) -27: '0, 
TABLE 2. HARPOON ?ItIOTOR Pr1RAR1ErI'ERS 
d 
Throat Dimnetcr 2 .23  in ,  
Throat  Area 3 .91  i n s 2  
Nozzle Dianleter G . 4 "  i n .  
Nozzle Area 32.17 
Nozzlc/Area Ratio 8.24 
TABLE 3. CHEMICAL SPECIES CONSIDERED 
Cu NH H COS A1z02 
A1 S HCO c2c12 C 
A1C13(L) S 0 2  II2O C2O CH 
A10 Cr3C2(S) NO C10 CH4 
k1lO2fi C U C ~ ( L )  N2 CR (S) CO 
A1203( S) CU(L)  0 HALO c 0 2  
CC1 AlC1 SH HN02 CzII 
CH2 AlC1, so3 11202 C &);! 
CN AlOCl c ~ & s ( S )  NOCl C102 
C O C ~  ~ 1 ~ ~ 1 ,  C U C ~  N2O CR(L)  
CS Al20dL) CuO OII HC1 
C ,h' C CZ2 A1C12 SW 110: 
C 1 C H20 A ~ N  (s) S02C12 l12S 
c12 CNK AlOH c r c 1 2 ( s )  K O2 
C r  C 0 c l 2  ~ 1 ~ 0  CuH NH2 
HCX cs2 CUz 0 2  
H2 C2N? CC1, A ~ c ~ ~ ( s )  SO 
NI13 ClCN CH3 AlN s2 
W02C1 Cl2O CN2 A102 ~ ~ e ~ 3 ( ~ )  
4 
wcrc sclcctcci as  the basic candidate s e t  of species. The analyzer then deter- 
mined \r7hich of the various chemical species existed in the simulated HARPOON 
motor, The thermochemical data required for this analysis included the heat 
capacity ( C  ) ,  entropy (S) , enthalpy ( H ) ,  Gibbs f ree  energy ( G )  ,*and equilib- 
P @ 
rium constants ( K  ) as  a function of temperature. Finally, these data4were 
P 
used by tllc thermochemistry program to compute the concentrations of the 
c!lcmical species in the chamber, throat, and exit plane based on the propellant 
enthalpy and the temperature and pressure that occurred locall>. • . , 
A s  previously noted, the concentration of a s p e d e s  i s  a function of the 
chamber pressure and temperature. To demonstrate this, the f i rs t  2 sec of 0 
data for thrce trajectories of the HAT 'OON booster for each oE three HARPOON 
launcher co~dgurat ions,  the Canister, Tarter ,  and ASROC, a r e  tabdated in  
Tablc 4 [5 j .  The three different launchcr configurations provide different angles 
of launch and initial launch positions relative to the ship% deck. This gives 
different angles of the missile centerline and ranges relative to the deck a s  a 
function of time. A chamber pressure history [GI i s  also provided ir, this table. , 
Both set% of data were analyzed a function of time. The analyds yielded 
range, velocity, and chanrber p f@ -isare tabulations as s function of time .(Table 4 ) .  
Figure 1 shows the missile trajectory br  the Canister launcher. 
A ser ies  of computer runs was made to determine the concentration cf 
chemical species at  dfferent time periods in the initial portion of the flight of 
the missile. The data for several pressures  a r e  gdven in Table 5. The species 
concentrations a r e  at  the 1-D exit plane. The 1800 psia i s  indicative of the 
chamber pressure just after the f i r s t  motion ol1.t of the launcher. Table 5 l i s t s  
only those compounds which contain significant concenti-ationa ( above l o 4  ppm) . 
It can be seen that most e ~ e c i e s  concentrations changed very little from the 
pressure a t  the initial phase to peak chamber pressures? Ammoma (NH3), 
carbonyl chloride (COC1) , and hydrogen cy'mide (HNC) increased approximately 
20 percent in concentration as the pressure increased to the peak. This i s  2 
small change over the 300 psia pressure differential. It is understandable 
k .-nuse the equilibrium constant, K for formation of products i s  very 
P' 
temperature dependent. Consequently, i t  i s  not critical that one investigate the 
impact of various chamber pressures ,  but i t  i s  more important to examine the  
portions of the p lune  where the temperature increases significantly. 
In 'k. combustion process, normally there a r e  competing reactions bet.4een 
some of the species. The product:on of particular chemical species and their 
concentration under equilibrium combustion conditions at a given temperature 
TABLE 4. RANGE, VELOCITY, AND PRESSURE VERSUS 
TIME SINCE hIISSILE FIRST hlOTION 
OUTOFLAUNCHER 
Time 
( s ec )  
0.1 
0.2 
0.3 
0;4 
0.5 
0. 6 
0.7 
0.8 
0.9 
1.0 
1.1 
1.2 
1.3 
1.4 
1.5 
1.6 
1.7 
1.8 
1.9 
2.0 
Chamber 
P r e s s u r e  
(ps ia)  
1800 
1970 
1875 
ft/sec) 
Canister  
115.27 
149.7 
180.9 
214.1 
246.6 
278.3 
309.5 
340.6 
371.6 
4n2.5 
433.0 
463.0 
492.7 
521.7 
550.2 
578.1 
605.2 
631.4 
656.3 
T a r t a r  
44.9 
71.4 
99.8 
128.5 
162.8 
186.5 
226.4 
265.8 
288.1 
382.4 
352.7 
384.2 
411.9 
445.1 
475.5 
505.2 
534.9 
562.7 
589.8 
Deck ( ft) 
Canister  
17.9 
30.3 
46.3 
Velocity ( 
ASROC 
108.6 
144.0 
177.0 
211.3 
246.2 
280.3 
314.1 
347.6 
379.4 
412.6 
445.6 
477.7 
510.0 
541.4 
570.7 
602.1 
630.8 
658.7 
686.0 
Range 
T a r t a r  
10.8 
15.4 
23.1 
65.8 
88.6 
114.7 
143.9 
176.3 
211.8 
250.4 
292.1 
336.8 
384.5 
435.1 
488.6 
544.9 
604.0 
665.8 
730.1. 
796.9 
from 
ASROC 
19.7 
30.8 
45.9 
64.8 
87.3 
113.4 
142.9 
175.8 
212.1 
251.5 
294.4 
310.5 
389.8 
442.4 
497.9 
556.5 
618.1 
682.5 
749.7 
819.5 
1 34*0 
2080 
2100 
2110 
2 100 
2000 
1960 
1955 
1950 
1950 
1950 
1950 
1945 
1945 
1940 
1910 
1890 
48.2 
65.8 
85.7 
110.1 
13S.2 
168.7 
202.4 
239.2 
279.2 
322.2 
368.3 
417.2 
469.2 
524.1 
581.6 
642.1 
CAhlSTER LAUNCHER 
TIME (sac) 
no0 
700 
- 
C -
- 
600- :: 
0 
e 
W Em- 
2 
: m -  
a 
W 
U 
z 
U 300- 
a 
200 
100 
Figure 1. HARPOON booster trajectory. 
- 
- PC - PRESSURE IN  CHAMBER 
V - BOOSTER VELOCITY i@- 
PC- 1950paia 
V - 550.2 f t l rc 
V = 309.5 h l r c  
- 
- 
V = 115.3 f t l rc 
IGNITION 
and pressure depend on the chemical composition of the propellant and the Gibbs 
free energy of the chemical species. To illustrate this, consider the following 
arbitrary reaction, j, with chemical species A, B, C, and D; their concentration 
- 0.5 0 0.5 1 .O 1 .S 2.0 
will be determined by the equilibrium constant K., where 
J 
F o r  reaction j ,  
a A +  bB ic cC + dD . 
TABLE 5, RESULTS FROM THERMOCHEMICAL A N A L W  (.ONLY 
CONCENTRATIONS FOR GASEOUS SPECIES) 
COCI, 
c'4 
C1 
ClCN 
' 3 1  
HCI 
HCN 
HIS 
NHa 
The values in tho brnckots are the partial pressures for the species. The a, b, 
c,  and d in cquation (2) are the stoichiometric coeffidents or the number of 
molecules of cnch species. 
The equilibrium constant I.\: is  related to the Gibbs t h e  encrgy of the j 
standard state for each chemical species by equation (3):  
where 
The G is the Gibbs free energy at the temperature in question for the standard 
state of the chemical species. 
In the actual combustion chamber many reactions occur concurrently. 
Some are  competing reactions which require some of the same species as a 
reactant. The thermochemistry program simultaneously calculates the con- 
centrations of the many possible species by minimizi& the Gibbs free energy 
for the combustion chamber under equilibrium conditions. Thus, the chemical 
species computed in the one-dimensional equilibrium thermochemistry program 
depend on the chemical composition of the propellant and the chemical compounds 
in the program data base. The thennochemical data for campounds listed in  
Table 3 were the basic set of data which determined the various chemical species 
that can exist in the simulated HARPOON motor. 
In actual practice, one must consider all potentially applicable chemical 
species. However, because the computer program is limited to handling 100 
species, those species with molecular fractions less than lo*@ are deleted. 
Nevertheless, one must always prove that the deletion of a species had no sig- 
dficant effect on the concentrations of the other species in the system. 
A small study was conducted by omitting species that had negligible 
concentration in a run and reinserting species that had been previously omitted. 
No species concentration ch-ed, thus proving the validity of the technique. 
The concentration of the species depends on the equilibrium constant K, 
which is dependent on the temperature via equation (5): 
where, H is the enthalpy of the maction being considered (71. Consecpently, 
it is not critical that one investigate the impact of various pressure chambers. 
It is noted from Table 5 that the temperature increase is 10 K over the entire 
&amber pressure range. This small increase in temperature causes a 
corresponding small increase in concentration of a few species. 
In Paragraphs III. B and III. C, an error  analysis of the resulting species 
and their concentrations will be presented. However, before the error analysis 
is discussed, the source of the thermodynamic data used together with its 
accuracy should be .explained. The thermodynamic data needed to calculate tbe 
gaseous chemical species in the plume are readily computed via partition functions 
from spectroscopic constants. The thermodynamic properties of liquids and 
solids must be obtained from experimental measurements. The thermodynamic 
properties are normally expressed as functions of the internal partition function 
Q, i.e.r 
where the superscript o is standard state of the heat capacity at a constant 
pressure C R is 'the universal gas constant, and T is the temperature. Then, 
PI 
where S is the entropy and M is the number of molecules, 
where HT is the enthalpy at a temperature, and 
where GT 1 Gibbs free energy at a temperature and 
The internal partition function Q is represented a s  
m 
where Q i s  the internal partition function for the mth electronic state and L is 
the number of electronic states. 
The molecular partition function Qm is described in equation (11) : 
m m m m m m m  Q~ = Q, QV Qr Qp Be Qw Qc s 
m 
where Q:, Q:, and Qr are the electronfc, vibrational (harmonic oscillator), 
and classical rotational contributions. The other quantities are aa follows: 
m 
rotational stretching, Qm; low temperature rigid rotation, Q ; Fermi resonance, P 8 
Q: 
; and both anharmonic and rotation interaction, Q:, are  corrections. The 
last four terms are correction terms for various interactions not considered 
classically. Partition functions are  classically thought of as a way to partition 
the internal modes of energy into rotation, vibration, and electronic modes. 
These energy modes are coupled and depend on each other. 
The partition functions themselves can be calculated very accurately for 
a given electronic, vibrational, and rotational state, but molecules of particular 
temperatures will contain many electronic, vibrational, and rotational states. 
Thus, techniques for terminating the terms used in  the calculation of the 
C 
- !  thermodynamic properties have been developed [8,9]. 
E, 
6. Error Analysis of Atomic Species 
The uncertainty of the thermodynamic proi7erties of the atomic species 
is now considered by examining the spectroscopic equation governing these 
thermodynamic characteristics . 
In a monatomic molecule, the electronic energies are the only internal 
energy contributions; therefore, equation (10) applies only to the electronic 
0 
contributions. The use of the electronic states to compute the enlsopy (S ) , 
heat capacity (C ), and enthalpy (H) for the atomic species i s  limited by deter- 
P 
mining the number of electronic states to be considered. A t  the temperature 
considered in the HARPOON combustion chamber (s 3000 K) , the thermodynamic 
properties are accurately described, because many upper electronic states are 
not heavily populated at these temperatures. In some atoms, such as Cr, there 
are many eIectronic states to consider, although, again, at these temperatures 
this does not present a problem. The excited electronic states are also fairly 
well known for atoms. An error of 10 percent i s  considered an upper limit for 
the thermodynamic properties for any atomic species. 
C. Error Analysis of Diatomic and Polyatomic Species 
The spectroscopic constraints for the vibrational, rotational, and correc- 
tion terms are not as well known as  for electronic states. This is particularly 
true when these properties must be determined at  many different excited elec- 
tronic states for an infinite list of compounds. In all cases the correction terms 
are included in the Joint-Army-Navy-NASA-Air Force (JANNAF) tables. If the 
spectroscopic constants were not known for specific compounds, they were esti- 
mated from analogous works with similar compounds. There are also some errors  
in assignment of states by different searchers. The errors for these com- g pounds are listed in Table 6 for ent y, enthalpy, and spectroscopic constants; 
an overall error estimate is also given. 
D. Summary of Error Analysis 
The analysis of errors in the thermodynamic data is straightforward in 
many cases but somewhat subjective in others. In general, the overall error  
approximation reflects the highest error for a particular thermodynamic 
parameter. Since the parameters are all interrelated, errors tend to propagate 
through all of the parameters. It should be noted that these are probably worst- 
case error bounds. The error  in NH2 i s  the most severe. The values which are 
t i -  -- *- *.,--* -.-- - . - 
TABLE 6. ERROR ANALYSIS 
species 
AlCl 
AIClz 
so 
(%)  
<1 
1.3 
9.4 
2.5 
1.0 
2.4 
6.0 
b 
<1 
c 1 
c 1 
-' 
A14 
AlqH 
AlOH 
A120 
A1202 
Al@s(S) 
Al&(L) 
C C10 
C1 
cl2 
ClzO 
C r  
cu(L) 
C u 
C"2 
CuO 
H 
IIN 
SH 
H2 
HzN 
Hz0 
AH: at 
298 K 
(%) 
8 
7 
tl 
12 
11.3 
7 
16 
9.6 
< 1 
66 
2.8 
1 
<1 
< 1 
13.8 
4 
3.6 
3.2 
Dissociation 
Energy. 
Do 
(% 
1.6 
1.6 
Vibrational 
Levels, 
"i (a 
15.8 Vl 
Approprfate 
overall 
Error (%) 
8 
7 
1 
12 
10 
5 
7 
16 
9.6 
1 
66 
5 
3 
2.8 
5 
1 
10 
10 
13.8 
1 
4 
5 
1 
30 
1 
Commentr 
Very well studied 
Molecule studied in  
great detail but many 
higtt.r electronic 
states 
some errors in 
electronic states 
Many electronic 
states to consider 
Very well studied 
Many electronic 
states and heat of 
eublimation 10 
percent off 
Poor electronic 
assignments 
"gr" 
A ~ ~ O ~ O U B  m o l e ~ ~ l ~  
parameters used 
Very well studled 
Higher Hf values 
could be off by factor 
of three 
Very well studied 
A 
TABLE 6, (Concluded) 
specie8 
HI% 
H f i  
NHs 
NO 
N4 
N2 
N2O 
0 
01 
SO 
s% 
sq 
S 
St 
OH 
CQ 
COS 
CN 
NOCl 
HC1 
CuCl 
CH4 
CHa 
CHtO 
CH2 
HCO 
CO 
HCN 
AlOCl 
Appwrlate 
Overall 
Error (%) 
1 
5 
1 
1 
2.5 
1 
1 
1 
1 
20 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
2.4 
1 
1 
1.8 
1 
1 
- p 5.4 
1 
1.9 
1 
6 
6 
Commens 
Very well studied 
Well Studied 
Very good data 
Very few electronic 
states 
Very good dnta 
Very good data 
Very good data 
Very good data 
All other data 
fairly good 
Good data 
Same errors below 
400 K 
Accurate ~pectro- 
scopic data 
Accurate spectro- 
ecopic Qto 
I. . 
Accurate spectro- 
scopic data 
Accurate epectro- 
scopic data 
Very well, studied 
Fairly good data 
Fairly good data 
SO 
(46)' 
< 1 
<1 
% 
<1 
< 1 
<1 
<1 
tl 
<1 
< 1 
<1 
1 
tl 
tl 
< 1 
AH: at 
298 K 
(8) 
4.8 
1 
< 1 
as 
< 1 
25 
<1 
< 1 
<1 
3 
< 1 
< 1 
2.4 
t 1 
cl 
1.8 
<1 
< 1 
5.4 
1 
1.9 
<1 
6.0 
6.0 
W ssociation 
Energy, 
Do 
(8 
! 
Vibrational 
Levela 
"i 
('% 1 
tQ 
0 ' 
calculated using spectroscopic data are,  in general, accurate. For liquids and 
solids, the data can be measured only experimentally, and usually larger e r r o r s  
a re  found. I t  should be noted that i t  i s  generally agreed that the calculation of 
thermodynamic properties via partition functions accurate o r  more 
accurate than allowable experimental errors .  Generally, the e r r o r s  are  small 
and should give small e r ro r s  in concentrations. Errors  in concentration of 
100 percent shod+ be considered extreme cases and then only a s  a margin of 
safety for potentially hazardous species at high dosages. This condition i s  t rue 
because of the relationship 
where AG is the Gibbs free energy difference between reactants and products T 
and K is the equilibrium constant of the chemical reactions at equilibrium. 
P 
K is the ratio of the concentrations of the reactants and products. The log 
P 
term magnifies any e r ro r  in AG but all G must be in e r ro r  in opposing T ' 1 
directions for serious e r ro r s  to present complications. As a result of the many 
competing reactions, serious e r ro r s  in certain species become diluted to some 
degree. The data for e r ro r  analyses came from the JANNAF Thermochemical 
Tables, Volume I, 11, 111, and and their references [lo]. 
Thus, the species listed in Table 5 will be the basis of the next step in 
the analysis. 
Q 
IV. SOL1 D ROCKET MOTOR NOZZLE AND PLUME ANALYS I S 
The assumptions and resultant species for the nozzle and plume are 
presented in this section. The results obtained in  Section 111 a re  used as  the 
inputs to this analysis. 
The assumption and theoretical analysis a re  very important in arriving 
a t  the species and their concentrations in the plume for the following reasons. 
First ,  in the chamber analysis the system was well defined in that all the 
constituents and the fluid dynamics involved in the reaction were well defined. 
However, the constituents and the fluid dynamics of the rocket exhaust plume 
a r e  not as easily defined. More specifically, air is  now entrained into the 
plume and shock fronts a r e  set up. Second, very 1iMe experimeotll data on the 
species have been directly colleckd and analyzed from a solid rocket motor 
plume to support the theoreticd analysis, This l ~ c k  of empirical data for  the 
hot exhaust plumeexists due b the complexities of obtaining me&ngfuI measure- 
ments from the plume. Therefore, the only way to verify the accuracy of the 
analyses techniques utilized in this study is that the performance of a solid 
rocket motor, whichdepends 08 the species present and their concentrabioa, 
can be predicted to a high degme of confidence. Becondary techniques have been 
used (ag. ,  sampling the stabilized exhaust c l a d )  which a f fb~d  fndirect vertffca- 
tiooof the analysis; however, this sampling provides only a ooarse verification 
;t best. 
A. Background of Analysis Logic 
The order of our a d y t i c a l  procedure for a solid rocket motor was t. 
first perform a one-dimensional thernlochemical analysis and tkep use the 
results of that analysis a s  the basis for  a two-dimensional nozzle thormo- 
chemical and aerodynamic analysis. For solid propellants with aluminum in 
the formulation, a two-dimensional, two-phase nozzle analysis is required. 
Since our primary interest is in the species in the plume (and since good plume 
experiments do nd exist), we must use indirect ver i f icaon from a solid rocket 
motor performance analysis for an indication of species conoentration accuracy. 
a 
Figure 2 s h o w  the schematic used for the motor, nozzle, and plume 
analysis. The first portion of the figure shows the solid pmpellant motor 
burning at some chamber pressure, 
c' 
and at chunber temperature, T 
c' 
and'some of the principal (but not necessarily all) species of lnterest that a re  
formed in  the combustion process. This combustian analysis is valid up to the 
nozzle throat, where two-dimensional effects start. From the throat to the 
nozzle exit plane, a two-dimensional, two-phase nozzle analysts is utilized. 
From the nozzle lip downstream, a region d s t s  whiab js primarily controlled 
by the mixing of the ambient air, and cherr;cal reactions which a re  occurring 
at a finite rate a re  analyzed. Therefore, we have to perform a finite-rate mi* 
and afterburning tlhalysis. 
6. Analysis of Losses 
.% losses considered in the investigation a re  given in ~ $ d e  7. The 
normal zle losses (divergence, two-phase flow, and changes in the temp* 
. ture and pressures in the nozzle) affect the upecies. The boundary layer @ss  

TABLE 7, LWSES CONSIDERED BY PERFORMANCE ANAI,Ys~S 
> 
ave rgepce  Two dnlensionality of nozzle 
0 
: a Two Phase Velocity and temperature Ing of particles 
Boundary Layer Effect of friction and heat transfer 
. Edergy Helease Coupled Ct (subsonic) 
Submergence Nozzle entrance effects 
Kinetic Chemical noncquilibrium 
' Combustion in  Nozzle and Afterburning 
Plume 
$ - m e . - <  ' .- - 
alralyds determines the inviscid contour that is analyzed; the el: re lease 10s:: 
i s  an indication of the combustion efficiency of the motor. The i loss  is  aa 
indication of the ra te  of rcactiom in the nozzle, In the case of the HARPON booster, 
the motvr is operating at high chamber pressures  on the order  of 1PCh" to 2100 psi I. 
[ I l l ,  and kinetic; is  not an important factor. \Irhe~c the flnw is  expanded in the 
plume, the pr i ssure  and temperature drap rapidly. The kinetics d the rc ,~c t inns  
in the plume a r e  important, and n finite-rate mixing and after-burning analysis i s  
r equ i r ed  A loss that is  not ionsidered but which does occur in some nlotors is  
the loss due to nonuniform entrance conditions. Since the HARPOON grain is  axi- 
symmetric and has a conventional design, this loss need not be considered in the 
particular c s se  of the HARPOON. A variety of analysis tools is available (Table 
8).  The variety of one-dimensional programs gives an indication of the losses an3 
generates input to the two-dimensional programs, The resukks of the two-dimen. 
sional programs a r e  then fed back to the ore-dimensional programs to pet species 
c~ncentcat ions.  These species and exit conditions a re  used a s  input to the low7 
altitude plume program ( LAPP) code for an afterburning analysis. 
Table 9 gives the input requirements of the two-phase nozzle malysfs  
program. A chemistry model has to bk chosen, p l~ys i cd  constraints (e.g., the 
nozzle c o n h r  and external ambient aondtions) mus t  be determined, and the 
particle sizer'and mass flow distribution murst be chosen, The other parameter 
requirements are usually set and a r e  not changed from case  to  case. 
o 1. Losscs ple to Two-Phase flow. An importmt consideration i s  
where to  perform a one- o r  a two-phn~e flow analysis. One-phase flow means 
that the rocket exhaust can be treated as containing only gaseous specics, where- 
as two-phase flow means that rocket exhaust must be treated as being composed 
of both gaseous and sotid species. 
T A B ~ ~ E  S .  ANALYSIS TOOLS AV.4ILABLE 
One-dimensional theoretical equilibrium performance 1 
OD2P One-'dimensional, two-phase pcrfect ,,is nozzle analysis 
ctni; ' One-dime-ns&nnl, one-phase real gas kinetic nozzle analysis 
, , 
(2 L)t'.P!\ ,-One-&n;i.iisional, two-phase real gas kincgc nozzle analysis 
TDE Two-ilj wnsional, one-ph~se  rea l  gas nozzle analysis 
I . TPKXA Two-dimensional, tv . -phase"rsal gas nozzle a:,aljsis 
I I 
TDI< .Two-dimensional, one-phase r e d  gas kinetic nozzle analysis 1 
TBT, Turbulent, comprcs sible bunda ry  layer a n d y  sis 
8 
e A G P  ~ h c r m o d a t a  preparation 
0 ~ C R  Two~~dimonsional, two-phase, real  gas  nozzle analysis 
LAP" ' ~ 1 ~ 1 m e  afterbuxning 
1 Chemistry ' 
Frozen (ideal gas) 
Equilibrl.ium f? 
@ 
I Equilibrium /frozen I 
Finite r a  QB 3 
Phss i cd  Constraints @ 
C) 
Nozzle contgur alad external conditions 
Psr t ic le  Information 
Size and mass flow distributiois (enthalpies, 
heat of formation (JANN.4F) 
I Gss/Particle Interface Data I I Drag coefficients (3 I I u Hcat transfcr cgefE.bientts I 
Samples collec?c(l : ~ t  ir,cl,r%t firings (Fig. 3) clearl> show thc presence of 
:duminum olidc [i? 1. 
A s  can be seen, n number of spheres of vnryinc sizc have been collected. 
The largc?st particle seen at tllis test was on the order of 20 pnl in cliamcter; the 
slndlcst particles, which nre snlall white dots seen :done on the figure and 
Figure 3. Electron microscope of ~~luininum oxide particles. 
o ~ ~ i * : ~ s i o i i : ~ l l )  011 tlict l : i t sg ( \ t*  ~ ~ : i t ~ t i ( ~ l c ~ s ,  :il*ct : 1 1 ~ 1 1 r o ~ i 1 1 ; 1 t t ~ l y  0. I LI 111 i l l  ( l i : ~ l l ~ t ~ t c - r .  
I ' l ~ t * ~ t >  ~ 1 1 i : i I l  ~ ~ : ~ t - ~ i ~ ~ l ~ ~ s  (:111~11:1 :11iliiiiiiili11 o x i c l ( \ )  :it,t1 s p I l 1 ~ 1 i c : d :  cavcbt i  tlicb 1 : l rgc -Y 
o i ~ t ) ~  \ v l i i l s l ~  : i p l ~ c - : i r  l ~ t ) l l ~ ~ i v  : i i ~ \  s l ~ l i t ~ i i l ~ : d  it1 sl i : ipt l .  111 I : i ~ ~ l t - c l  I o t lo c-:i11 ~ l ) s c ~ : - i ~ ~ ~  
:! u I i i t c \  f i l z z  : ~ l i l i i ~ i t i t ~ ~ i i  o x i t t >  011 t c q )  o f  Uic> :1Ipl1:1 : t l ~ ~ l i i i ~ i t i t i l  o x i c I t b  (60 ~4 111 ~ l i : ~ ~ i ~ t ~ t c ~ r )  . 
' l ' l l i s  \f.liitcb f u ~ z  n l : l t t ~ t * i : d  is :ln c l s : l n i l ~ l t ~  o f  ~;i111111:1 : i l i i ~ i l i ~ i l ~ ~ l i  oGdc  ~ v l i i c l i  rcsul ts 
I s i c  1 1 i : d I  sol id  t.ocsI\c~t liiiii: :iiitI 111-ol):il)I>. \ v o i ~ l ( l  not btx b u n d  i n  t l i t .  I:I~.cc- 
l l . \ l i l ' ~ N ~ K  I ) O < I S ~ O I '  1 .?I. 
The p:trtic*lcbs : ~ r c  sphc~ric:~l in shnlx.. 
Thr. p:lrtic.lc~ intcrn:d tcnlpcr:ltul'c i s  uniform. 
Thc g:ls nnii p:lrticlcls c>sch:~~~gc Ulcrn1:ll ~ n o r g y  by cbonvc*ctio~~ 
;11111 1-:1~ti:ltion (option:\l) . 
Thc* g:ls o k y s  the perfect g:ls 1 : ~ .  
Thc prcssurll of thr g:ls :uld the* drng oi tl1c p:irtic.ltbs c.ontributc~ 
to tilt* force. ;\cti11g on tl1c control \~olun~c.  
Th t~  g : ~  is inviscid csccpt for thr d r :g  i t  csttrts on t l ~ c  p:lrticlcbs. 
Thc.l-cb :urc no p:lrtic*le intc~1-nc-tions. 
l 'hc  volun~c. occupied bj. thc partic.1c.s i s  ncgligihlc. 
There i s  no nl:tss cscl~nngi~ Ix.twc.~w ,the% phascs. 
:\ ciiscrcttc nunlber of p:lrtii.lcs, cnch of tiiffc~~-cnt sizcx o r  c.:lc>nlic:~l 
s p ~ i c . s ,  i s  rhoscn tc) rc.:)rc~sc~nt thc :~ctu;ll continuous p:lrticl(. 
distributic)~~. 
a The\ p:~rticlcs ;ire inc\rt. 
* 
The :1vcrag,.cb :llunlintln osidc pnrticlc di:unctc.r plotted ag:dns t thro:tt 
dinnlctcr in inchcs for vnrious nlun~inum lcvl~ls  fro111 1.1 to 20 percent i s  shown 
in Figurc .5. Thc nlnjority of thC dnt:t is at 1(; pcrccnt nlundnun~, which includcs 
 tit;^, RIin~l tc~~~:ln,  ;u1e1 Polnris typc nlotors. From intuition :u~d sonic prc%- 
linlinnrg d:lt:l, thc Il:\IiI'CXlN particlc sizt. was c+oscn to brt approd\fm:ltcly 
12 11111 di:lmi4\tcr for :I 2.23 in. throat &;~nlcti*r. 
2. Two-1Hnlcnsion:d 1 , o s s c ~ .  Fo r  :t two-N~nc\usion:d nozzlc :~nnlysis, 
thc nozzlc nriist bc nlodclcd in grcnt detail. Fipp~rc. ti sho\vs :dl thcb v:~i-ious 
:~nglcs and phy sic:d p:lrntnctcrs thnt : ~ r c  rcquircd for valid and ysi s . 
Thcrc~ :Ire two prim:lry tcchniqucs wllich can bc used to :~n:dyzc two- 
climcnsional, two-phasc nozzlcs: tllc mesh point tcc-h~lfquc., whiclh was written 
by lilicgcl nnd Nicl\crson nt TIIW Systems in thc cnrly (;O's, :~nd thc streamline 
normal tc.chtdquc, \vhich was dcvc1oyc.d in thc mid-60's [13J. For this 
particulnr :ul:\lysis, thc mcsh point construction nrcthod of I<licgcl ,md 
Niclicrso~l wns choscn. Figure 7 S ~ O W S  :I sc11cm:ltic of the calcuilntion t~~chtlfquc~, 
Thc nozzle i s  :m,?lyzcd by hnving a finite ctiffr.rcncc mcsh which i s  c:dculakd 
rcpctitivcly from the initial v:duc linc to thc cxit of thc nozzle. Knowing t l ~ c  
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Figure 7. Calculation technique schematic. 
values of the flow variables and the species at two reference points, the value 
of all the parameters can be calculated at a third point which is the intersection 
of the cones of influence of these two reference points. 
The schematic of the thermochemistry table construction is shown in 
Figure 8. The table is constructed using the data given in Table 5. Since the 
two-phase nozzle flow is nonequilibrium and dissipative, the stagnation pressure 
at every point in the nozzle is different; therefore, if  the species are  to be 
calculated, a table which uses two calculable properties a s  independent variables 
$2 ' $1 
RESULTS FROM 
'G2 ' Q I W r  
I I 
IN TABLE 3 
R E s u L n  ARE 
r n C l E S  IN 
TABLE 6 
I I 
I 
I 
I t I 
TVWCAL STREAMLINE PATH 
s 
Figure 8. Schematic of thermochemistry table construction. 
must be constructed. The present technique uses enthalpy and entropy. Knowing 
the enthalpy and entropy of any fleld point in  the nozzle and utilizing a table 
look-up routine for the calculated stagnation pressure, the species at that static 
pressure can be determined. The species concentration determined by this 
technique may o r  may not be significantly different, but it  has more validity than 
the value determined from a one-dimensional equilibrium calculation o r  a single 
variable table look-up routine. 
The results of this type performance analysis a r e  presented in Table 11 
for seven motors (four NASA and three Navy motors) [ 141. The three Navy 
motors tested were involved in the C-4 program. With the exception of the LS-2 
motor, which had difficulties because of nozzle erosion, all of the analyses of the 
performance a re  within *0.5 percent. This is certainly adequate and is a good 
indication that the species calculations a r e  valid. 
TABLE 11. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS RESULTS 
- 
a. Loss with aingle particle slae; cnlculaUon wlth p d c l e  slze dlgtributlon showed shock8 In nozzle. 
b. SlUca phenolic e d t  c o w  - severe erosion. 
* 
Motor Parwnetrrs 
Geometrl 
< 
RT - in. 
Rc 'Rt 
Omax - 
' e ~ t  - &' 
A0 -deg 
L - In. 
Rallistlcs 
P C  - pala 
Tc - OR 
F ft 'SCC 
IVac ~t c - sec  
w - lb 'ser 
P 
Pcrfoxnm;mce 
AIs 2D2P-sec 
AIs ER - sec 
AIs K I N  - sec  
A18 BL - sec 
IVac pred - sec 
Ivac &livered - sec  
IVec Prec - IVac 
I devlatlon 
JP1.-ATS 
3 5  
2.04 
3.0 
26.0 
10.0 
16.0 
31.83 
200 
5654 
809 7 
306.4 
15.06 
15.96 
3.45 
1.00 
5.95 
280. C : 
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1.65 
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1 -0.55 
Old 
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275.2 
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t0.04 
As further evidence of the validity of the technique, Figure 9 shows the 
ratio of chamber pressure to wall pressure versus area ratio for a 16 percent 
aluminum solid propellant fired in two motors at NAsA/MSFC. The data points 
and e r ro r  bands are shown a s  a circle with a band. The analysis shows a good 
comparison with the data. Another comparative pressure curve is shown in 
Figure 10 with the same motor fired with a 2 percent aluminum solid propellant. 
Again, good results were obtained using the analysis technique. Thus, since the 
HARPOON motor has (I percent aluminum in the propellant and the analysis has 
bounded the problem at  both the 2 and 16 percent alundnum levels, the accuracy 
obtained for 6 percent aluminum should be comparable to the first two cases. 
To illustrate some of the two-phase phenomena that occur, Figure 11 
shows a nozzle flow field for a different nozzle, the Space Shuttle SRB, which is 
basically a low-altitude nozzle fired with a 16 percent aluminum solid propellant. 
A t  the exit of the nozzle the flow expands into a plun~e; A 10 pm particle, the 
innermost particle, does not turn with the flow; however, a smaller particle 
( 3 C1m) does turn some in the plume. The smallest particle shown is a 1.5 pm 
diameter particle. It initially shows an expansion and does tend to follow the 
plume boundary; however, the plume loses density and the ability to turn the 
particle back. At some point downstream, the snlall particle actually flows 
through the gaseous plume boundary. Thus, although calculations may show 
the plume boundary will not impinge upon n vent o r  orifice of the ship, particles 
passing through the plume boundary may actually be impinging o r  be captured by 
these ship orifices. 
3. Plume Afterburning Losses. The plume afterburning begins a t  the 
nozzle exit plane and is a function of the velocity o r  Mach number of the a r n b i m  
air (Fig. 12) . The air  is entrained and finite chemical reactions occur; at some 
point the mixing layer reaches the nozzle axis, and then fully developed flow 
occurs downstream of that point. The species, the temperature, and the pressure 
vary as a function of the amount of mixing. One of the primary uses of this 
analysis is to determine how much air is entrained into the flow and to determine 
the dilution factor of the species that occur at the nozzle exit. This, in turn, 
allows one to determine the kinds of changes in species that occur due to the 
chemical reactions with the entrained air. 
C. Results for the HARPOON Booster Analysis 
The HARPOON booster nozzle was analyzed utilizing the two-dimensional, 
two-phase nozzle analysis program, TDDD [15]. The program was originally 
written by TRW Systems personnel and has, over the years, been modified by 
Science Applications, Inc. (sAI) personnel for NASA. The results of the nozzle 
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(P, - 6.15 PI*) 
P,IP, - 4 0 8  
wPlwgg 13% 
" 
z 4 -  
w 
NOZZLE WALL 
AXIAL DISTANCE Ift) 
F i p l r p  11. ~ ~ ~ z l ~ - ~ d l : ~ u s t  p u ~ n r  flow f i r lds  b y  :I $as -p : l~ t i r l c~  
syst131n for :I 1' c P x> = lo<. 
EXHAUST GAS SHOCK 
MIXING LAYER 
FULLY D€VELWED FLOW 
M, < l  
- 
--- 
INITIAL DATA LINE SHOCK-FREE REGION 
F i ~ u r c  12. plumc~ :~f tcrburning s c h ~ n l 3 t i ~ .  
analysis, L tcrms of ~ L t l a  nd total prosuurc at mzzile cxib were used as 
fqmt parameters to th. equilibrium program. The cwlilibriurn probpm deter- 
dried the spcdrs pcsent and their concentrotion (Fig. 12). A range of con- 
centration f c , ~  cacn spccics is shown because the flow in the nozzle is nei tkr  
unifornl nor insontropic because of the two-phase flow. Emry point in the Qow 
field has a stagnation pressure which is  dependent oa the flow history of the 
particles im thc rdghborhood of the flow-field point, Due to the nonuniform 
flow In the nozzle, the static pressurc varies radially across the c.dt plane, 
These two effects cause a species concentration variation across the exit flaw. 
Table 12 gives the species concentration variation across the nozzle exit plane 
for thc species of interest. 
Flow from the nozzle nlixes and reacts with the ambient air at a finjte 
rats. Thc LAPP [ l G ]  oomputer program cdculates the amount of air ndsed and 
the species conrx.ntmUons radially from the nozzle axis to the freestream as 3 
function of distance iron1 the nozzle eAt plane. Tab&? 13 lists the finite-Pate 
cht.micd reactions which are considered by the program for the HARPOON 
booster exhaust. Table 14 lists the resnlts of the aftc&urnfng and nJxing 
analysis. The species concentratfons at the cederline of the nozzlc and at t1w 
edgc of tl~e frcestreal~l arc given for an axid station 120 ft downstream of the 
nozzle exit. This axial station was ehoscw bepause the temperature and velocity 
at the two ra4ia.I statbas have similar .,d.ues. The nlaxinlt~n~ concentration 
error duc to thermodynamic data crror is estim:~ted for each species. Figure 13 
shows the static kmperaturc of tihe ccnterllrle ,md edge as a function of distance 
fronl Ulc nozzle cdt.  The edge static tcnlperature rises more rapidly and to a 
higher vduc than the centerline. This is  to be expected since the cdgc mixes 
more rapidiy and sooner with the frccctream. Figure 14 shows the dilution ratio 
or the relative anlount of air I n  entrained by the exhaust as a function -of 
distance from the nozzle exit. Figurc 15 shows the plume radial exqxmsion 
versue distance. General conclusions t 2 1 ~  can be drawn arc that because of the 
high nozzle exit pressure, 34.73 psia, the plume mixes rapidly with the frec- 
stream even at a low vehicle vcloc.ity, dterbu~*m ilear the nozzle exit, and 
cxyands .u~d entrains approsinlately WO tjnics 3s much nlr as the es.13ust 
effluent before the plume dissipates into the ambient atmosphcrc. 
Figure 16 is 3 photograph of an actual I-1ARPOON n~issilc flight. The 
photograph hm h e n  labeled to indicate some of the important points in tha plume. 
For this particular nozzle, afterburniug tai.1.s p~ace verb: close to the nozzle cdt.  
Fully developed flow (i. e.. thc nlixing region between the exhaust and the nnlbicnt 
air extends to the ccntcrlltle) occurs app~.ox;in~ately 20 ft aft of the nozzle exit. 
Air entrainment is essentidly complcte and the plume properties are uniform 
approximately 120 f t  aft of the nozzle exit. A pin t  of ~lotc is  that every rlrotor 
is differant. The analysis ycrforn~ed for UIC HARPOON is not applicaMc b 
other motors; ouly the analysis bcbnlquo i s  trmsferrtlblc. 
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TABLE 14. HARPOON BC T E R  EXHAUST EFFLUENT 
CONCEh : .,ATIONS 
a, High concentration is from entrained air .  
- 
Species Ccncentrations (ppm) 
X = 120 ft downstream of nozzle exit 
P = 1800 psia 
C 
0.1 sec after f i rs t  n mile motion 
V = 412K % Tedge 
= 408 K 
V = 170 ft/sec 
6, 'edge 
= 134 ft/sec 
Maximum Er ro r  
( Percent) 
1 
1 
1 
1 
5 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
- 
1. 8 
Species 
HC1 
H2O 
CO 
(a 
C 1 
(S ) 
0 2  
N2 
Cl2 
NO 
so3 
Cr20s(S) 
C U C ~ ( L )  
t 
Concentration 
C enterline 
2932 
8290 
3 3 
Edge 
2 824 
7985 
3 2 
3519 1 3390 
193 
3.72 x lo6 / . ~ g / m ~  
205 030 
779 480 
0.011 
0.04 
1.8 
1 . 3 ~ 1 0 ~ / . ~ ~ / m ~  
8.4 X l o 4  / . ~ g / r n ~  
186 
3.61 x lo6 pg/m3 
205 210a 
779 870a 
0.011 
0.04 
1.8 
1 . 3 x 1 0 ~ / . ~ g / r n ~  
8.4 x lo4 pg/rn3 
X -DISTANCE FROM NOZZLE EXIT 1- hl 
Figure 13. HARPOON booster afterburning analysis 
static temperature versus distance. 
Figure 14. HARPOON booster afterburning analysis 
dilution ratio versus distance. 
X -DISTANCE FROM NOZZLE EXIT I-tll 
V. CONCLUSIONS 
An :malytical assessnlent of the eshnust effluents from the HARPOON 
booster was performed to idenr '1, the species present and deternline their con- 
centrations in the c h a u s t  plume. An e r ro r  analysis was conducted to determine 
the potential uncertdnty in the assessment. 
There were 95 candidate species (Table 3) considered in this investiga- 
tion. From t:,c two-dimensional, two-phase thermochemical nozzle analysis 
i t  was determined that the thermochenlical environnlent would support the 
fornlation of only 2s species (Table 12)  in significant concentrations (above 
10- ppm) at the csit plane of the nozzle. Using the finite-rate thermochemical 
analysis to account for the flow from the nozzle a s  i t  mixes and reacts with the 
ambient air, i t  was determined that the thermochenlical environment reduced 
the nl~nltxrs of significant species to 13  able 14) at 120 ft downstream of the 
nozzle, 
An er ror  analysis of these results shows a ina5irnun1 uncertdnty in the 
concentrations of less  than 1 percent in all butt three cases. The uncertainty 
for C1, CIZ, and CuCl was 5, 3, and 1.8 percent, respectively. Of these ( 1) 
three species, the concentrations of C1 and CuCl are  so far below toxic 2 (el 
limits that they can be neglected. The ma3imum uncertainty in C1 is *10 ppm; 
however, in terms of other potentially toxic species present in these exhaust 
effluents, this small uncertainty can be neglected. 
This analysis clearly shows that the only species of potential concern 
a re  HC1 and AlzOs until the exhaust effluents become diffused into the atmosphere. 
Since monitoring Al2O9 would be con~>les and could not be done in  r e d  time, it 
is recommended that only the HC1 be monitored. A recently developed analytical 
instrument, the Geomet, uses a chemiluminescent technique for the detection of 
HC1 o r  total chloride ion and is used by the Environmental Protection Agency [ 171. 
This instrument )uld be ideal for HCl detection. Thus, there is a minimunl of 
analysis problems for the only gaseous species of concern. 
The study has accomplished i t s  two main purposes. First ,  it has pre- 
dicted the exhnust species that are present and their concentration. Second, it 
has identified the species to be monitored. It has also found that there is no 
secondary species that can be used for monitoring purposes nor is there a need 
for one. The primary effluent of interest is easily, accurately, and inespensively 
determined. 
The analysis technique is general and can be used for any solid rocket 
motor. Each motor has :I different c h m b e r  pressure histcry, nozzle configiurn- 
tion, and propellant formulation. The results presented in this report nre valid 
only for the HARPOON booster motor; they cannot be used to draw conclusions 
for any other motor. If tne exhaust effluents are of concern to personnel f u r  
assessment, each current and future motor should have similar analyses 
performed on it, For future motors, i t  would be most cost effective i f  the 
analyses were performed at an earlier stage of developnlent and were nladcl n 
permanent part of the standard development plan for a motor. 
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